Abstract. It is proved by Brendle in [3] that the equatorial disk D k has least area among k-dimensional free boundary minimal surfaces in the Euclidean ball B n . By comparing the excess of free boundary minimal surfaces with the excess of the associated cones over the boundary, we prove the existence of a gap for the area and an unique continuation type result for free boundary minimal surfaces in the ball.
Introduction
In these notes, we study the area of k-dimensional minimal surfaces in the Euclidean ball B n that meet ∂B n orthogonally. These surfaces are critical points of the area functional in the space of k-dimensional surfaces with boundary in ∂B n . They are commonly known as free boundary minimal surfaces. The equatorial disk D k is the simplest example. Brendle [3] proved that D k is the least area free boundary minimal surface in B n (see also [5] for the case of 2-dimensional free boundary surfaces). More precisely, Theorem 1.1 (Brendle) . Let Σ k be a k-dimensional free boundary minimal surface in B n . Then
Moreover, the equality holds if, and only if, Σ k is contained in a kdimensional plane in R n .
This result is the free boundary analogue of a classical result about closed minimal surfaces in the round sphere S n . Namely, Theorem 1.2. There exists ε(k, n) > 0 so that whenever Σ k is a kdimensional minimal surface in S n which is not totally geodesic, then
Despite the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 both explore a monotonicity principle for minimal surfaces, they are quite different. Theorem 1.2, for instance, is only an application of the Monotonicity Formula for minimal surfaces together with the smooth version of Allard's Regularity Theorem: Theorem 1.3 (Allard). There exist ǫ(k, n) > 0, C > 0 and r 0 > 0 so that whenever Σ is a k−dimensional minimal surface in R n+1 satisfying
for every x ∈ Σ and every r < r 0 , then
, where A(k, n) is the infimum for the areas of free boundary minimal surfaces in S n . If CΣ i denotes the minimal cone over Σ i with vertice at 0 and if y i ∈ Σ i , then
with equality if, and only if, Σ i is an equatorial sphere S k . The inequality follows from the monotonicity formula for minimal surfaces. Hence, A(k, n) = |S k | and from Theorem 1.3 we conclude that |A Σ i | ≤ C. By standard compactness results, Σ i converges graphically and with multiplicity one to S k . A comparison analysis between the Morse index of Σ i and S k implies that Σ i is an equatorial sphere for i large enough, see Section 3 below.
In view of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, it is natural to expect similar gap phenomena also for the area of free boundary minimal surfaces in B n . In contrast with Theorem 1.2, the smooth free boundary version of Allard's regularity theorem does not readily apply to this end. It can be proved, however, that it follows from the strong Allard's regularity theorem, proved by Grüter and Jost [8] , together with the analysis developed in [3] , which we also use here. Our first result is a direct and simpler proof of this fact:
then Σ k is, up to ambient isometries, the equatorial disk D k .
The 2-dimensional case in Theorem 1.4 was proved by Ketover in [9] . The key ingredients in the proof there are an excess inequality for 2-dimensional free boundary surfaces in B n , proved by Vokmann in [14] , and the classical Nitsche's Uniqueness Theorem for free boundary minimal disks in B 3 (see also [6] , for the generalization of this result to high codimension). The excess inequality is particularly important in proving curvature estimates for a sequence of free boundary minimal surfaces with area sufficiently close to the area of the equatorial disk. The main difficulty in implementing the arguments of [9] to kdimensional surfaces in B n is that neither the excess inequality in the form used in [9] nor Nitsche's Theorem is available when k ≥ 3. To get around these difficulties, we consider a slightly more general quantity, originated in [3] and which also resemble an excess type formula, and compare it with that of the free boundary cones over the boundaries to obtain the necessary curvature estimates. Finally, we replace the use of Nitsche's theorem by an standard index of stability analysis. These ideas lead us to the result below which is of independent interest and for which Theorem 1.4 will follow in view of the arguments in [9] :
n and C 1 ∂Σ the cone with vertice at the origin and base
where v(y) = 1 if y / ∈ C 1 ∂Σ and v(y) = 0 if y ∈ C 1 ∂Σ.
As a consequence, we obtain the following unique continuation type result for minimal surfaces in the ball.
Remark 1.7. Finally, we observe that the 2-dimensional proof of Theorem 1.4 given in [9] extends naturally to constant mean curvature surfaces in B 3 . The quantity to consider in this case is the Willmore energy instead of area. Let Σ 2 be a surface with boundary in R 3 , the Willmore energy W(Σ) is defined as
ε-Regularity. There exists ε > 0 such that whenever Σ is a free boundary surface with constant mean curvature in B 3 and satisfying
then Σ is either an equatorial disk or a spherical cap. The constant ε is independent of the value of the mean curvature.
Higher dimension free boundary minimal surfaces
We start by recalling an excess inequality for free boundary minimal surfaces in the ball proved in [3] . More precisely, if Σ is a k-dimensional free boundary minimal surface in B n and if y ∈ ∂Σ, then
This inequality, which implies Theorem 1.1, follows from a monotonicity argument obtained by an application of the Divergence Theorem to the vector field W t 0 ,y (x) defined on B n − {y} and given by
We will need a formula similar to (2.1) for when y is not necessarily at the boundary. For this, we need to recall the techniques in [3] behind the proof of (2.1).
Lemma 2.1. Let Σ k a free boundary surface in B n and y ∈ Σ. For r sufficiently small, we have
Σ\Br (y)
Proof. See Section 2 in [3] .
The next lemma deals with the second term in the right hand side of (2.2): Lemma 2.2. Let Σ k be a free boundary minimal surface in B n and let ϕ(y) = 1 if y ∈ ∂Σ and ϕ(y) = 2 if y ∈ Σ\∂Σ. Then
Lemma 2.3. If y ∈ ∂Σ, then W 0,y (x), x = 0 for every x ∈ ∂Σ.
Applying Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we obtain the inequality (2.1). 
Now we look at the last term in (2.3). Let C 1 ∂Σ be the free boundary cone over ∂Σ and vertice at 0. By assumption y / ∈ C 1 ∂Σ. Applying Lemma 2.1 to C 1 ∂Σ and observing that C 1 ∂Σ i is not a minimal surface, we obtain:
Taking the limit as r → 0 in above expression, we obtain 2
The free boundary condition of Σ combined with the Divergence Theorem applied to the position vector X = − → x give
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
Lemma 3.1. If Σ k is a free boundary minimal surface in B n which is not totally geodesic, then
Moreover, the equality holds if, and only if,
Proof. Following [13] we have for X ∈ X (R n+1 ) the following expression for the second variation of area Σ in the direction of X
Given v ∈ R n we consider, for each i = 1, . . . , n − k, the vector field X i = x, v N i . As Σ k is minimal, we have that ∆ Σ ( v, x + t) = 0, for every (v, t) ∈ R n+2 . Moreover, the free boundary condition implies that d dν v, x = v, x . Putting these facts together we obtain
Using that
v, x dσ = 0, one can check that δ 2 Σ < 0 in the space generated by {X i , Y j : B, X i = 0}. Therefore, index of Σ k is at least k + 1 + n − k = n + 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof is by contradiction, we assume that {Σ i } is a sequence of k-dimensional free boundary minimal surfaces in B n satisfying
Following the strategy in [9] , we first show that (3.1) implies curvature estimates for Σ i . Lemma 3.2. Let A Σ i be the second fundamental form of Σ i . Then, there exists C > 0 such that
Let us show that Lemma 3.2 together with the index estimate of Lemma 3.1 imply the theorem: By Lemma 3.2 the second fundamental form of {Σ i } is uniformly bounded. Hence, Theorem 6.1 in [10] (see also [1] ) implies that Σ i converges smoothly up to the boundary to a free boundary surface Σ ∞ and |Σ ∞ | = |D k |. By Theorem 1.1, Σ ∞ is an equatorial disk and consequently Σ i is, for i large enough, diffeomorphic to a k-dimensional disk. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1, index(Σ k i ) ≥ n+1. Thus, there exist n + 1 mutually orthonormal eigenvectors of the Jacobi operator defined on X ⊥ (Σ i ) each one satisfying
T ∂B n = 0, and λ X < 0.
As i → ∞, these eigenvectors converge to eigenvectors of the Jacobi operator in Σ ∞ ⊂ B n . Hence, (3.3) reduces to an scalar equation of form ∆φ + λ φ φ = 0, λ φ ≤ 0, and ∂φ ∂ν = φ, since Σ ∞ is totally geodesic. The respective eigenvectors are of form X = φe l , where {e k+1 , . . . , e n } being the parallel orthonormal base for Σ ⊥ ∞ . Since index(Σ ∞ ) = n − k, we we obtain k + 1 orthonormal eigenfunctions for the Steklov eigenvalue problem: ∆u = 0 and ∂u ∂ν = u on Σ ∞ . This is a contradiction since the multiplicity for the first Steklov eigenvalue of the k-dimensional equatorial disk is k.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that
For each i choose x i ∈ Σ i with the property that sup
. Note that lim i→∞ |x i | = 1. Indeed, the excess inequality (2.1) implies that Σ i converges with multiplicity one to D k as a varifold. Hence, in B n (R), 0 < R < 1, the surface Σ i satisfy θ(Σ i , x, r) ≤ 1 + ε for every i large enough and r small enough. If lim i→∞ |x i | < 1, then we would get a contradiction with Allard's regularity theorem. Now we consider the surfaceΣ
One can check thatΣ i satisfies (3.4) sup
and it is a free boundary minimal surface in λ i (B n+1 1 (0) − x i ). It follows from Theorem 6.1 in [10] (see also [1] ) that, after passing to a subsequence,Σ i converges smoothly and locally uniformly to Σ ∞ . Σ ∞ is either complete without boundary minimal surface or it is a free boundary minimal surface in a half space. Moreover, (3.4) implies that
On the other hand, by the scale invariance of the excess, we have that
We want to prove that the last term above goes to zero as i → ∞. If a subsequence x i lies in ∂Σ, then, by (2.1),
Hence, Σ ∞ is a half plane which is in contradiction with (3.5). Therefore, y i ∈ Σ i − ∂Σ i and, without loss of generality, we can also assume that y i / ∈ C 1 ∂Σ i . Applying Proposition 1.5,
On the other hand, we showed that A Σ i (y) is uniformly bounded at the boundary, i.e.,
for every y ∈ ∂Σ i . In particular, the second fundamental form of ∂Σ i in R n+1 is uniformly bounded. Thus, up to subsequence, ∂Σ i converges in the C 1,α topology to
Proof. First note that
Hence, it is enough to focus on Σ i ∩ B s (y). Let us assume that y i → y ∈ ∂Σ. The convergence C 1 ∂Σ i → D k also implies that we can choose s < 1 very small so that (s 2 + 1)
where P 1 is either R k or a half space R Making s → 0, we conclude the proof of the claim.
